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Blackline illustrations feature signs for the alphabet, numbers, colors, personal pronouns,

possessives, interrogative words, days of the week, holiday greetings, and commonly used words,

phrases, and directives. Also explains fingerspell. Students can keep all the facts right at their

fingertips with this colorful two-sided ready reference card! Comes pre-punched for a three-ring

binder and is laminated for years of use. 8 1/2" x 11" (22 x 28cm).
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This card has different alphabet signs than what I was taught and have seen on other products.It

claims on the card to be ASL, though, and says there are different "dialects."I bought flashcards too

(from another company), which do match the alphabet I know as ASL.Glad this card was only 89

cents.It's on a medium weight cardstock and will hold up nicely in a loose leaf binder.It comes VERY

well packaged in a flat box. The packaging probably cost more than the card.



I bought two of these - one for one of our school aged kids who is in an ASL class for beginners. I

thought it would be helpful for her to have a reference sheet. I bought the other one for myself so

when I have free time, I could learn some ASL, too. This has been helpful for the both of us. It's

sturdy and easy to follow.

My wife and I are teaching our daughters twin boys sign language. We care for the twins several

days a week and after reading about teaching babies sign language we would give it a try. It's

interresting in that when you sign it grabs both boys attention. We have noticed that their attention

span is getting longer as we continue to sign. The boys have not returned a sign as yet but were

close! The sign card is a really good handy reference.

This is much bigger than I thought it was. I guess I didn't read the description. Not a bad thing,

easier to see. It's the size of a regular sheet of paper, a bit thicker than card stock. Has 3 holes

punched in it, but we just leave it out.

Love it! I'm getting my bachelors degree in American Sign Language/deaf studies and this is a

perfect size for a binder or to carry in a folder with many of the most "common" ASL words.

I'm taking sign language in the fall and this is whats required with my textbook. This looks like a nice

little reference sheet and what I can use to help me learn sign language.

This has been quite helpful! I am glad I purchased it, it has been easily available to use when

needed. I can read and understand the chart well.

Perfect starter item.... even has 3 hole punch so can be placed in binder. Think pastiche coating

over paper so will last for years.
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